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SILVANA HOTEL 
Via del Serrone, 17  
47890 Murata - San Marino 
 
 
The Hotel covers 2 floors: the ground floor (reception and Piccolo Restaurant) and the 1st 
floor (hotel rooms). Floors are connected by steps or by a lift (73x83x119cm) with raised 
and Braille button panel and acoustic signal upon arrival at each floor, which is at the Hotel 
entrance. 
 
You can reach the Hotel entrance from the car park by way of a ramp (119x225cm) with a 
gradient of 5% and a 16cm high step, while you can reach the entrance to the reception 
climbing the same ramp, a levelled paved pathway and a 16cm high step. The entrance to 
the Hotel rooms and the entrance to the reception are internally connected by 4 steps (2 to 
climb and 2 to climb down). 
 
The Hotel entrance has a 91cm high hinged door and an outdoor intercom. Using the lift, 
you can reach the 1st floor where are the 8 rooms of the Hotel, one of which accessible.  
 
Room No. 1 has a 52cm high queen-size bed, with front and right access, and a terrace with 
a 4cm high threshold. 
The toilet has a floor-mounted WC with front opening of 60cm and front access with 
handrails on both sides. Floor-mounted shower with curtain and foldable seat available. 
The room is equipped with air-conditioning, fridge, television, telephone and safe. 
 
On the ground floor, the reception and the restaurant room are connected by a 72cm door 
but you need to climb a 12cm high step to get into the breakfast room and the other 
restaurant room located in a small stone cave and furnished with square tables with a 
central leg and 71cm of space underneath. The latter can seat 16 people. 
 
The breakfast room has a 75cm high buffet table and square tables with central legs and 
69cm of space underneath. The restaurant room has the cash register at 107cm from the 
ground and square tables with central legs and 70cm of space underneath. 
 
The cook can prepare specific menus for celiac people. The restaurant is open also to the 
clients not accommodated at the hotel. They can get in from a suitable entrance on the left 
of the entrance to the reception. 
 
The car park reserved to the clients of the Hotel has 8 free lots. You can park also along Via 
del Voltone. From there, you will find a ramp (150x314cm) with a gradient of 5% and a 
16cm high step to reach the entrance to the reception and a ramp (228x332cm) with a 
gradient of 6% and a 15cm high step to get directly into the restaurant. 
 
Pets are welcome. 
 
The Hotel is closed on Mondays. 


